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Mixed Media
Happy Fall Card!
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Tim Holtz Distress Oxide ink
  - Crackling Camp�re
  - Carved Pumpkin,
  - Walnut Stain 
Tim Holtz Distress Spray Stain
  - Salvaged Patina Spray Stain
  - Decayed Mica Stain
Copic Markers
  - V06, V04, V01, R22, R20, N4, N2
Ranger Perfect Pearls 
  - Gold Powder
  - Perfect Medium
  - paintbrush applicator
3” round Gel Press gel plate
Pinkfresh Detail Black Ink

Vicki Boutin Foundations Paper 4 X 5 ¼” 
black cardstock panel 4 1/8” X 5 3/8” 
orange and white cardstock
white A2 cardbase
Lawn Fawn Giant Happy Fall die
Lawn Fawn Fangtastic Friends Stamp Set
Southern Ridge Trading Company Soda Fizz Stencil
spray bottle, sponge dauber, sponge, sequins, paper towel
Heat Tool
Scrapbook Adhesives by 3L- tape runner and foam dots  
Nuvo Deluxe Adhesive
White Gelly Roll gel pen #10
Zebra Sarasa 0.7 black gel pen  

Supplies
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Tap crackling camp�re and carved pumpkin 
pads over surface of circle gel plate.� Lightly spritz with water and press onto foundations 

paper, top right. Leave for a few minutes to soak in. �

Use gel plate as a mask over orange circle area. 
Spray paper with water, salvaged patina spray 
stain, and decayed mica stain. Mist with water 
again if needed. Let soak in a few minutes. 

� Dry with heat tool or set aside to dry. Sprinkle 
water over top, and dry/dab to create water 
droplet background, especially over moon area.

�
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Sponge walnut stain Distress Oxide ink around 
edge of panel, and use the soda Fizz stencil to 
add moon details.

� Die cut “Happy Fall” from middle of black cardstock 
panel. You will mat your card on remainder ‘frame’ so 
leave space around the edge. Cut out 2 cuts from 
white and one from orange. 

�



Glue both white and one black diecut layers 
stacked together. Glue orange layer, slightly 
o�set to create shadow. Glue inked panel to 
black mat and attach to cardbase. Adhere 
diecut sentiment to inked panel. 

� Stamp Let’s Hang Out sentiment bottom 
right with black ink. Stamp stars on 
background with Perfect Medium, and 
lightly apply Perfect Gold Powder with 
brush, lightly tapping powder on star 
images. Brush o� excess.  

�
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Stamp and colour bat friends and spider with 
Copic markers. Add white gel pen highlights. 
Fussy cut or die cut. 

� Add foam dots to bats and spider and 
pop up on card. Use pen to draw spider 
web. Add assorted sequins!

��

�� Send to a friend!  


